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Tigers: Amazing Facts & Pictures is the perfect animal picture book for children wanting to learn
more about the lifestyle and habits of the amazing and powerful tiger. This book is filled with tiger
facts, interesting comparisons between tigers and other animals, and even people. For
example…did you know only fifty percent of tiger cubs survive to the age of two? And can you
guess what tigers have in common with people and zebras?Tigers: Amazing Facts & Pictures
looks at the habitats, social skills, eating habits, and unique qualities that put tigers at the top of
nature’s food chain. It is a book that is educational, informative, and entertaining.Books about
wild animals often run the risk of being boring for some and too complex for others. But not
Tigers: Amazing Facts & Pictures. This book is filled with pictures to capture children’s attention
and information that is easy to read and understand. It is unique in the fact that it appeals to a
wide age-range.Parents and grandparents will even enjoy reading about tigers and learning
what makes these wild animals such a force to be reckoned with. In fact, those who have
reviewed it say it is an animal book they don’t mind reading over and over again.So…if you and
the young readers in your life want to know how many different breeds of tigers there are, what a
tiger’s favorite meal is, and how they like to spend a hot, sunny afternoon, Tigers: Amazing Facts
& Pictures is a book you will want for your animal picture book collection.



The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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